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A

PARK VIEW ESTATE (WA) PTY LTD (IN LIQUIDATION)

A1. Background Information
Monies ($6,300,000) were required to facilitate the sub-division of a 14 hectare parcel of
land situated in Canning Vale and zoned urban into 157 residential lots in two stages
(Stage 1 being 79 lots).
The document of offer submitted to us under cover of letter dated 20th July 1999 sought
investment funds for the ' second loan instalment" of $1,500,000 for Stage 1 works.
Some of the key pOints of the investment as stated in the covering letter dated 20/7/99
were:
The borrower is a company professionally managed by chartered accounting firm
Price Waterhouse Coopers (formerly Coopers & Lybrand) whose partners and
clients are shareholder participants
Wide experience of company directors in this type of project
Combination of cash equity and real estate security (with an LVR peaking at 61%)
will be more than sufficient to secure the debt and is considered a major strength of
the proposal
Investment terms available from six to twelve months.
The document of offer under the heading of Borrower & Property Details: states "The
shareholding in Park View Estate has been raised via a registered prospectus.
Chartered Accounting firm Price Waterhouse Coopers (formerly Coopers & Lybrand) in
their capacity as COl1)pany Manager, has carried out due diligence on the project and
assisted in preparation of relevant cash flow forecasts and castings for the Company
Directors. It is worthy to note that the majority of shareholders in the company are
clients and partners of their firm. The PWC partner overseeing this function is Mr Max
Haynes who is also highly experienced in property related matters.". Further, under the
heading Loan Amount the document of offer to invest states " The amount contributed by
the borrower to the project was $2,800,000 and was provided at settlement of the land
purchase prior to loan funds being advanced.". Mention was made in the document of
offer that the original first mortgage amount was $5,700,000 and that the new increase
to the loan amount would be made by registering an additional mortgage against the
property, stamped collateral to the original mortgage and that a Deed of Parity (equality)
between the existing and new mortgagees will result in all mortgagees ranking equal.
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A1. Background Information Continued
Based upon the information provided we invested Pen Las Superfund monies in this
investment for twelve months commencing August 1999 with an expiry date of 8th July
2000 on the proviso that our interest would be registered on the title deeds.
During the period August 1999 to July 2000 interest payments were made on time and
our interest in the mortgage was registered on the title deeds. We noted that our
interest on the Title Deed indicated that we had a 40 undivided 5,700th shares in the
investment.
In November 1999 we received a letter from Clifton Partners Finance regarding
proposed changes to managed investments and seeking our consent and signature to
transfer our existing interest in both the existing mortgages (only one being currently
registered on the Title Deeds at that time for the amount of $5,700,000) to "Managed
Funds Australia Limited" who would hold our interest in the mortgage on trust for us.
We formally advised that we did not want to have the PenLas Superfund's investment in
the Park View Estate project transferred to Managed Funds' Australia Limited and
declined to sign the required documents. We also advised in that same letter dated
17th November 1999 of our intention to withdraw from the investment at expiry, namely
8th July 2000.
In December 1999 we were required to sign two discharge of mortgages to the value of
$5,700,000 to facilitate the registration of a new mortgage for the increased amount of
$6,300,000 and to facilitate the transfer of the interest of those investors that had a
agreed to their interest being registered in the name of Managed Funds Australia
limited. At the same time we were requested to and duly signed the discharge of
mortgage forms for the twelve newly created lots for Stage 1 which were due to settle
within the next two days. In April/May 2000 we requested and received a copy of four
random title deeds for the sub-divided lots (as there were now 79 lots in Stage 1) in
order to confirm that our interest in our company name had been registered on the new
titles.
We were advised early in 2000 that the whole property (both Stages 1 and 2) was
subject to two offers of sale and would be sold prior to expiry of the mortgage. In July
2000 we were assured that the property was to be sold. Although the August and
September interest payments were paid late, we were led to believe that this was due to
the complexity of the sale negotiations that were still taking place. We were now
awaiting notification of the finalisation of the sale.
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A2. True Financial Standing of Company Withheld From Us
Through the public notices column of the West Australian on Friday 22nd September
2000 we were surprised to note that an Administrator had been appointed by Park View
Estate (WA) Pty Ltd.
Knowing that this investment was due to expire in July 2000, we wrote to and
telephoned John Byrne (and subsequently Ian Hamilton) on many occasions during
2000 seeking information as to the status of the loan as we did not wish to continue in
this loan at expiry. Given our experiences with other mortgage investments (namely
Meadow Springs and Pieros Corporation) Mr Hellens always contacted John Byrne and
subsequently Ian Hamilton of Clifton Partners Finance for information and I would then
immediately telephone John King, Director Park View Estate, to see if his understanding
of the status of the loan agreed with the information being "Supplied to us by Clifton
Partners Finance.
At no time during those many telephone calls or in any
correspondence were we advised as to the adverse financial position of Park View
Estate Pty Ltd - always being told that there was an offer for the sale of the development
and that negotiations were being undertaken. Our last call to both Messrs Hamilton &
King occurred on the Monday 18th September 2000 whereby we questioned why, for
the first time, that the interest payment had not been made. Again we were assured by
both parties that sale negotiations were proceeding and would shortly be finalised, no
mention being made as to any financial problems. On the Friday 22nd September 2000
the notice of the appointment of an Administrator and the notice of a meeting of
creditors was published in the West Australian. No notification of the meeting was sent
to us either by the Administrator, whom we contacted that same day, or by
Knightsbridge Finance.
We allege that Clifton Partners Finance/Knightsbridge did not keep us informed as to the
financial standing of Park View Estate Pty Ltd and failed to advise us as to the
appointment of an Administrator until after we had written to them advising that we had
attended the 1st Meeting of Creditors.
A3. Borrowings and Valuations
Through the Administrator we have now been informed that the amount borrowed for
this project was:
1st Secured Creditors (Mortgage - Knightsbridge Finance)
2nd Secured Creditors (A Class Debenture Holders - Directors)
Promissory Note Holders ($50.000 oer Note - 0 Class Shareholders)
Total Debt
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A3. Borrowings and Valuations (Continued)
The valuation in our Documents of Offer and dated April 1999 (79 lots Stage 1 plus
englobo Stage 2 land) = $10,259,000. Valuation (by same valuer) dated May 2000 (79
lots Stage 1 plus englobo Stage 2 land) = $7,000,000. We note that the amount owed
to Trade Creditors was given as $220,000
Park View Estate's initial funding for the project was raised via the issue of a prospectus
requiring 56 prospective shareholders to pay $50,001.00 and receive in return a $1.00
share in Park View Estate Pty Ltd and a $50,000 promissory note with monthly payment
of interest at 9% per annum. This information was in the document of offer given to us.
However, it's presentation within the document of offer does not highlight that "The
amount contributed by the borrower to the project was $2,800,000 and was provided at
settlement of the land purchase prior to loan funds being advanced." was in fact the
subject of interest payments to promissory note holders, a significant fact that would
have influenced our decision to invest in this mortgage proposal. We allege that there
was not a full and open disclosure in Clifton Partners Finance's document of offer
relating to the promissory notes that had been issued one year 'prior and the need for
Park View Estate pty Ltd to "service" that promissory note loan.
Further, we allege that the statement in the document of offer is misleading. Based
upon this statement, we were of the opinion that Park View Estate Pty Ltd itself had a
substantial equity of $2,800,000 in the project. Given the information we have obtained
from the 2nd Meeting of Creditors and our subsequent search of documents, we are
now of the opinion that the amount of $2,800,000 refers to the issue of promissory notes
and not to any real financial commitment of the company.
Had we been aware of the true facts, we would not have entered into this investment
A4. Removal of Investors' Interest on Titles/Lodging of Caveats
In December 1999, we signed a discharge of mortgage to facilitate the Increase of the
1st mortgage loan from $5,700,000 to $6,300,000 and to facilitate the transfer for those
investors' who had agreed to have their interests registered in the name of Managed
Funds Australia Limited. Not all Stage 1 land was used in the sub-division which
resulted in five new un-subdivided lots being created in the Stage 1 development. The
registration of mortgage was removed from all of the original lots in the development
and re-registered only on the original Stage 1 sub-divided lots. It was from this group of
lots that Clifton Partners Finance faxed to us on the 2nd May 2000 four sample copies
of titles confirming that our interest had been registered in our company name on those
particular sub-divided lots.
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A4. Removal of Investors' Interest on TitleslLodging of Caveats Continued
It became apparent to us in September 2000 that in December 1999 Clifton Partners
Finance Pty Ltd failed to register investors interest in the five newly created titles from
Stage 1 and to register investors' interest on the three original titles for Stage 2 (8 titles
in total).
In July 2000 Knightsbridge Finance Ltd lodged a caveat on the eight titles to protect
investors interest.
Knightsbridge Finance Ltd have stated that "the (mortgage)
documents were prepared and provided to the directors of Park View Estate for their
execution. In the meantime, a Voluntary Administrator has been appointed, who has
declined to sign the documents as in his view it may be seen as a "preferential
paymenf'.", (Ref: Knightsbridge letter to Investors dated 28th September 2000). We
note that the Administrator was appointed on the 20th S~ptember 2000 (Ref: KS
Wallman Circular to Creditors dated 21/9/00), some nine months after the changes to
the mortgage deed and two months after the registering of the caveats.
Where are the checks and balances that should have been put in place under the new
legislation (compliance committees etc) to prevent such an occurrence?
We allege that Clifton Partners Finance Pty Ltd/Knightsbridge Finance Limited has
negligently failed to protect the interests of investors.
A5. Deed of Trust
We note that there is no provision for a Deed of Trust in the current mortgage deed (or
indeed, in the previous mortgage deeds) and neither were we advised of, given a copy
of, or signed any such deed. Further, being registered on the title itself precludes the
need for Pen Las Pty Ltd to be a party to such a deed. We have now been supplied a
stamped copy of the' Deed of Trust for the Park View Estate Pty Ltd project wherein
Pen Las Pty Ltd is listed in Schedule 1 [Item (uu)] as a beneficiary. We note from the
copy of the Deed that Clauses 5.1, 5.5 and 6.0 impose liabilities and possible costs
upon the beneficiaries.
Our company name has been registered on the Deed of Trust for the Park View Estate
Pty Ltd investment without our knowledge, consent or signature.
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B.

PIEROS CORPORATION (ADMINISTRATOR APPOINTED)
THE MADISON - (ADMINISTRATOR APPOINTED)

B1. Guaranteed Put Options
In Part A of our previous submission held in open hearing on the 28th July 2000 we
raised the issue of not being able to obtain information regarding the Guaranteed Put
Options as provided for in the Documents of Offer.
In our previous submission we advised that the Document of Offer from Clifton Partners
Finance to Pen Las Pty Ltd dated 30th June 1998, in Item 3 of the final paragraph on
Page 2 of the covering letter states" Three option agreements are in place to purchase
units 4, 5, and 6, which give significant pre-sales to the development and cover 50% of
the debt exposed on this transaction. The option agreements are not to the developers
advantage and it is our opinion that the developer would refinance the structure rather
than allow the option holders to exercise their option.". We also note that in the
Mortgagee Proposal under the heading PRE-SALES OF UNITS that "As mentioned in
the special conditions set out below, Clifton Partners Finance have arranged for 3 clients
to undertake 3 option agreements to provide guaranteed takeout of the units 4, 5, and 6
at agreed prices between Pieros Corporation and the option holders. The option holder
will deliver prior to settlement a deposit equivalent to 10% of the value of the unit
together with the method of call of the option. The option will trigger should Pieros
Corporation be unable to sell those units in the market place within a given time. This
option document is currently being prepared by Murie & Edward Solicitors and will be
registered and stamped prior to the registration of the mortgage.".
Further, under SPECIAL LOAN CONDITIONS the document of offer states:

"5.

Prior to further advance after settlement for building works, Pieros Corporation
in associatiDn with Clifton Partners Finance will undertake the delivery of 3 Put
Option Agreements in line with the facility delivered to Westminster Finance
and Insurance to provide a 10% deposit on the value of the unit acquired
under option together with a guarantee of purchase at a 30% discount at an
acceptable trigger between the mortgagees and the borrower.

6.

No further draw down of funds will be considered beyond $1.5M until the
Option Agreement is in place, together with the building license approval from
the City of South Perth."
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B1. Guaranteed Put Options Continued
We advised you in July 2000 that from telephone discussions with both Kim Clifton and
Ian Murie and letters to Murie & Edward dated 17th May 2000 and 9th June 2000
respectively that we were of the opinion that the guaranteed put options had not been
put in place.
We now advise that Norgard Clohessy (Administrator representing the 1st and 2nd
mortgagees) had managed to obtain copies of the options and after some difficulty we
have now received a copy of those options from Knightsbridge Finance.
On examining the documents, it would appear to us that:
a)

they are not "guaranteed" put options as specified in the Document of Offer,

b)

there are no signatures of the purchasers on those documents,

c)

the amount of deposit supposedly paid by the purchasers is not in accordance with
the Document of Offer (Ref: Item 5 above),

Il)

a company search of two of the three purchasers reveals that Kim Clifton is a
director of those companies,

e)

all the forms appear to have been written up by Kim Clifton and Kim Clifton's
signature appears on all forms as witnessing the owner's signature,

f)

the expiry date for the options was prior to the units being completed or a
certificate of occupancy being granted thus negating their original purpose, and

g)

the documents' have not been stamped, the covering facsimile sheet from
Knightsbridge Finance to Bryan Hughes, apparently written by Kim Clifton and
dated by way of the facsimile machine as 8th August 2000 (a Tuesday) states:
"Copies of correct forms. We will lodge with M & E for Stamp duty Wed 9th.". It
would appear that Item 6 of the Special Loan Conditions ie No further draw down

of funds will be considered beyond $1.SM until the Option Agreement is in place".
has not been complied with as all the funds had been drawn for the building works
before the end of 1999.
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B1. Guaranteed Put Options Continued
We are of the opinion that these put options do not comply with the prospectus and that
they may have been written up after their expiry date, possibly without the knowledge of
the would be purchasers. We also question as to whether the $10,000 option fees were
paid by the would be purchasers and whether these option forms are even valid options
as there are no signatures from the would be purchasers. We note that the units have
been extensively advertised for sale for some eighteen months with the result that, to
date, only Unit 1 of the eight units has been sold. The sale price of the individual units
has been reduced significantly with the consequence that the 30% discounted price of
the guaranteed put options, as specified in the document of offer to invest, is now
looking very attractive. Interest payments to investors ceased in June 2000.
The matter of the guaranteed put options, which formed the 'very basis of the offer to
invest, should have afforded security to investors. It would now appear to us from verbal
advice given by Ian Murie in May 2000 and our subsequent acquisition and perusal of
the copies of the put option documents that, not only were they not in place or stamped
prior to more than $1.5M being drawn to the project, but they may well have been
written up after their expiry date. A full and proper investigation into this matter must be
carried out.

82. Investor· Westralian Capital Holdings Pty Ltd
We have been advised by Clifton Partners Finance/Knightsbridge Finance that the
amount of 1st mortgage borrowings was $4,811,000. We have recently noted from the
Title Deeds that Westralian Capital Holdings Pty Ltd (Directors: Kim Clifton and since
May 2000 Andrew Parkinson) holds 1,716 undivided 4820th shares (approx. 36%). On
the 2nd August 2000 in a letter to Norgard Clohessy, Administrator appointed by Clifton
Partners Finance/Knightsbridge Finance to protect the interests of the first and second
mortgagees, we raised the question as to whether Westralian Capital Holdings Ply Ltd
had in fact contributed the amount of $1,766,000 to the mortgage funds and to date we
have not received a reply. This of course affects any ratio based distribution of capital
(one such payment having already been made in July 2000 upon the sale of Unit 1).

83. Role of Norgard Clohessy
Clifton Partners Finance/Knightsbridge Finance appointed Norgard Clohessy as
Adminstrator of The Madison Apartments mortgage in order to protect the interests of
1st mortgagees. We were advised that payment of Norgard Clohessy's fees would have
priority over return of capital to first mortgagees.
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B3. Role of Norgard Clohessy Continued
Bearing in mind that Norgard Clohessy are acting for first mortgagees, at the beginning
of August 2000 we formally raised with Norgard Clohessy several major issues,
including the matter of the guaranteed put options. To date, Norgard Clohessy have
completely failed to answer questions or supply copies of the put options leaving us with
the impression that they are protecting Clifton Partners Finance/Knightsbridge Finance.
We note that there has been no meeting of creditors for The Madison investment and
details of the meetings of creditors for Pieros Corporation (Administrator for Pieros
Corporation being Hall Chadwick) have not been properly promulgated by Clifton
Partners Finance/Knightsbridge Finance or Norgard Clohessy to investors in The
Madison investment.
CONCLUSION
During 1999 and the first half of 2000 an enormous amount of p\lblicity surrounded the
finance broking industry and the improper practices that have abounded within it. It was
during this period, July 1999 to the present, that we have been involved with the Park View
Estate (WA) Pty Ltd. Despite all the publicity, we have experienced misleading information;
the withholding of information; fluctuations in valuations over a three year period (those
valuations being conducted by the same valuer); negligence of the finance broker in failing to
register the interests of investors on title deeds; the inclusion of parties on Deeds of Trust
without their knowledge, consent or signature and, in respect of the Madison investment, the
very questionable matter of the guaranteed put options that were such a very important and
special condition of the loan and now appearing fundamental to an adeauate return of
investors funds.
Throu9hout 1998 and 1999 we constantly sought to have our finance braking complaints
investigated by the Ministry of Fair Trading and considered by the Finance Brokers
Supervisory Board of WA in a formal Hearing, but all to no avail. We were told by the
Ministry of Fair Trading to obtain our own legal advice and to compile a sUbstantiated report
before any complaint matters could be put to the Finance Broker Supervisory Board and,
after having met those requirements, were then advised that it could "take a long time,
perhaps years" before a complaint could be brought before the Board. We complied with all
of the requests and today, some three and half years later, our complaints have not yet been
dealt with by the Finance Brokers Supervisory Board. Our attempts are well documented,
have been the subject of publicity and received prominent mention in the Gunning
Committee of Inquiry's report. It is on record that the Ministry of Fair Trading and the
Finance Brokers Supervisory Board failed to deal with complaint matters, stating that they
had inadequate resources to deal effectively with those complaints, which eventually led to
such enormous losses of investor funds during that period.
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CONCLUSION CONTI NED
Throughout the Gunning Inquiry and to some extent the Select Committee of Inquiry, the
panacea to these serious problems has been seen by many to be the new legislation and
the Australian Securities & Investment Commission's (ASIC) role in supervising that
legislation and the consequential regulation of the finance broking industry.
We have raised all the above mentioned matters with an ASIC investigator, including offering
documented evidence and submitting a written synopsis of those complaint matters. The
outcome of that meeting is very familiar to us. The ASIC investigator has advised us that the
ASIC has limited resources and our request for an investigation must be made via a formal
written submission to the Regional Commissioner of the ASIC. To us, this is deja vu, as this
was exactly the same scenario that we faced with the Ministry of Fair Trading in April 1998.
How much more money must investors lose before adequate investigative and enforcement
action is taken against finance brokers and associated professionals who are flouting the law
at such a cost to mainly elderly persons?
We have made this additional submission to the Select Committee of Inquiry to express our
deep concern that, despite all the publicity and the Gunning Committee of Inquiry, such
improper and illegal practices are, to this day, continuing to be perpetrated under the new
legislation. Adequate investigative and enforcement resources are essential if improper and
illegal practices are to be eradicated from the mortgage broking industry.
Should you require additional information or need to view any of the supporting
documentation to substantiate our claims, please contact us on 9276 9076 in the first
instance or 0410 644 155.

L 0 (Penny) Searle
Director
ATF Pen Las Superfund
Superann\SelectColAddParkV,doc
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